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Abstract: Multiplexed  gas  detection at  room  temperature  is  critical  for

practical  applications,  such  as  for  tracking  the  complex  chemical

environments associated with food decomposition and spoilage. In this paper,

we present an integrated array of multiple silicon-based, chemical-sensitive

field  effect  transistors  (CSFETs)  to  realize  selective,  sensitive,  and

simultaneous measurement of gases typically associated with food spoilage.

CSFETs decorated with sensing materials  based on ruthenium,  silver,  and

silicon  oxide  are  used  to  obtain  stable  room-temperature  responses  to
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ammonia  (NH3),  hydrogen  sulfide  (H2S),  and  humidity  respectively.  For

example, one multi-CSFET sensor signal changes from its baseline by 13.34

in response to 1ppm of NH3, 724.45 under 1 ppm H2S, and 23.46 under 80%

relative humidity (RH), with sensitive detection down to 10 ppb of NH3 and

H2S. To demonstrate this sensor for practical applications, we combine the

CS-FET sensor array with a custom printed circuit board into a compact, fully-

integrated,  and portable  system to conduct  real-time monitoring of  gases

generated  by  decomposing  food.  By  using  existing  silicon-based

manufacturing methodologies, this room-temperature gas sensing array can

be fabricated reproducibly and at low cost, making it an attractive platform

for ambient gas measurement needed in food safety applications. 

1. Introduction

Trace-level gas detection is crucial for safety and quality monitoring in

various  industrial  processes  such  as  manufacturing,  agriculture,

warehousing, etc.[1, 2] Advanced gas sensors are needed with robust sensing

performance,  minimal  power  consumption,  miniaturized size,  and scalable

production.  Sensors  based  on  various  operating  principles  have  been

investigated  for  trace-level  gas  detection  in  the  past  decades,  including

resistance-based[3,  4],  capacitance-based[5,  6],  electrochemical-based[7,  8],  and

mass-sensitive sensors[9],  but few of these have been demonstrated to be

cost,  power,  and  size  effective.  For  instance,  the  widely  commercialized

resistance-based  metal  oxide  sensors  must  typically  be  operated  at  high
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temperatures  to  enable  the  adsorption  interactions  required  for

transduction[8,  10-12].  This  results  in higher power consumption as operation

temperatures must be adjusted by a built-in heater. While other efforts have

focused  on  the  optimization  of  sensing  materials[4,  13,  14] and  sensor

structure[15], the resulting devices remain far from being practically applicable

due to their limited detection sensitivity and poor reproducibility under mass

fabrication[16]. Therefore, effective gas sensing systems with minimal baseline

drift,  good  selectivity,  low  hysteresis  and  the  ability  to  simultaneously

measure multiple gases still  need to be developed. In this context, silicon

transistor-based  sensors  have  shown  significant  promise,  with  key

advantages  in  overcoming  size  limitations,  low  power  sensing,  and  high

sensitivity[17-21],  making them useful for trace level gas sensing applications

required in food freshness monitoring. 

NH3 and H2S are two types of marker gases for spoiling food. For high-

protein foods such as eggs, dairy, and meat, off-gassed NH3 and H2S serve as

quality indicators of freshness  [22-25]. These gases can also be emitted from

rotting vegetables such as corn and spinach[26]. For simplicity, eggs and pork

samples are selected for  monitoring food spoilage in this  work. Based on

reported data, 10 ml of egg whites produces ~100 μg of H2S over multiple

hours[23].  After  accounting  for  food  storage  volume and  temperature,  this

means that the sensor system must be able to identify H2S and NH3 gases

with  lower  than  100  ppb  detection  limits  and  negligible  cross-sensitivity.

While electrochemical, colorimetric, and other sensing schemes in previous
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work have shown promise for gas and adulteration detection, it still remains

to  detect  gas  signatures  continually  and  at  low  concentration  levels  for

monitoring  spoiling  food.[24-29] Multiplexed  sensing  is  also  important  –  for

example, humidity is another important parameter that affects food storage

and spoilage[22,  30-34], and thus should be simultaneously monitored with H2S

and NH3.  All  of these requirements necessitate the deployment of sensors

with high selectivity and low detection limits.

In  this  work,  n-doped  bulk  silicon-based  CSFETs  are  developed  for

multiplexed, trace-level gas sensing in NH3, H2S, and H2O for food safety and

quality monitoring. Electrically floating, thin film Ru, Ag, and SiOx constitute

as chemical gates of CSFETs to impart sensitivity towards NH3, H2S, and H2O

respectively. Compared with similar sensor topologies reported in literature,

these  CSFETs  demonstrate  stable  sensing  performances  with  superior

sensitivity  and  ultra-low  detection  limits,  as  well  as  minimal  hysteresis,

excellent selectivity, and negligible cross-sensitivity (Table S1). 

The developed multi-CSFET array is integrated with a custom-designed

PCB  to  build  a  portable  and  autonomous  CSFET  sensor  system  for

multiplexed,  trace-level  gas  detection.  This  device  is  envisioned  for

integration into smart fridges, providing food quality insights that could allow

producers  and  consumers  to  both  identify  unsafe  items  and  reduce  food

waste.  In  this  work,  the system is  demonstrated for  continuous,  real-time

monitoring of egg and pork belly spoilage at different storage temperatures.

Significant  sensor  signal  changes,  especially  towards  H2S,  were  detected
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before  and  during  the  spoilage  process  of  the  specific  food  items.

Furthermore, the onset of food spoilage was seen to decrease with increasing

temperature as expected, confirming the reliability of this system for food

quality assessment. Based on the results presented here, this work paves the

way  towards  trace-level  multi-gas  detection  for  ubiquitous  food  quality

monitoring.

2. Results and Discussion

Device structure. The bare CSFET was fabricated via standard silicon

complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) processing as shown in

Figure S1, based on our previous work[21]. In order to keep CSFETs “on” after

decoration with functional materials, their channels were lightly n-doped at

the to reduce the initial threshold voltage (Vth) of the underlying transistors.

Following  lithography-based  pattering  of  sensing  materials,  the  complete

structure of the fabricated multi-CSFET arrays is shown in Figure 1. As seen in

step-by step zoom-in images from wafer-scale to device-scale (Figure 1a to

1d),  three  different types of  sensors are  patterned along a line to form a

sensor array covering 400 μm × 450 μm. Figure 1e and 1f depict the 3D

schematic of the multi-CSFET array and the cross-sectional  schematic of a

single CSFET respectively. 

Individual  CSFET  units  of  the  multi-CSFET  array  were  decorated  with

different functional sensing materials to be selective towards different target

gases. Due to the specific interactions of Ru-N[35, 36] and Ag-S[37], Ru and Ag
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are selected as the sensing materials for the detection of NH3 and H2S. Ru has

been shown to catalyze  NH3 synthesis while silver nanoparticles have been

shown to bind strongly to sulfur-containing compounds, making these metals

attractive  choices  for  selective  gas  adsorption.  SiOx was  selected  as  the

humidity-sensitive  sensing  material  because  of  its  abundant  oxygen

vacancies  formed  via  rapid  deposition[38].  These  three  materials  were

successively  decorated  on  the  gate  of  the  different  CSFET  units  to

functionalize the complete multi-CSFET array (Figure 1d).

Sensing  performance  of  the  multi-CSFET  array. To  assess  its

potential for practical food-safety application, the multi-CSFET sensor array

was  tested  with  various  levels  of  NH3,  H2S,  and  humidity  to  characterize

target and cross-sensitivities of each sensor in the array as depicted in Fig. 2.

The sensor response (R) was calculated as R=(I-I0)/I0 where I and I0 is the CS-

FET  measured  drain  current  in  the  target  gas  and  pure  carrier  gas

respectively. The limit of detection for NH3 and H2S was found to be as low as

10 ppb. Further, the individual sensors in the CS-FET array exhibited strong

preferential sensitivity towards their target gas compared to the other gases

(Figure 2). Specifically, the response of the Ru-decorated CSFET towards NH3

(13.34 at 1 ppm) was 1  to  2 order of magnitude higher than its response

towards H2S (0.05 at 1 ppm) and humidity (1.73 at 80% RH). Similarly, the

response of the Ag-decorated CSFET (724.45 at 1 ppm for H2S, 0.47 at 1 ppm

for NH3, 18.40 at 80% RH for H2O) and the SiOx-decorated CSFET (23.46 at

80% RH for H2O, 0.83 at 1 ppm for NH3, 0.03 at 1 ppm for H2S) showed high
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selectivity towards their respective target gases. The response fitting curves

and parameters are listed in Figure S2. The nonlinear sensor response curves

of the NH3 and H2S CSFETs can be ascribed to the nonlinear Langmuir relation

between  adsorption  coverage  and  gas  concentration  as  discussed  in  the

Supplemental  Information in Figures S2a-b and S3, as well  as to inherent

nonlinear transfer characteristics of FETs  [21]. Both behaviors  influence the

work function variation that ultimately produces the CSFET signal. Note that

the  NH3 sensor’s  slight  sensitivity  to  humidity  stems  from  residual

hydrophilicity  of  the  channel  surface  even  after  the  fluorosilanization

treatment discussed in the Experimental Section. Measured response of other

devices from the same wafer and from different batches of fabricated CSFETs

are depicted in Figure S4 to demonstrate reproducibility  and the inherent

device-to-device variability.  Device-to-device performance within a batch of

sensors fabricated on the same base wafer is low, giving reproducible sensor

performance.  However,  batch-to-batch variation  is  expected as fabrication

processes difficult to finely control in academic settings produce variation in

sensing layer thickness and channel doping levels.  However,  this  is  not a

fundamental  limitation  and  the  sensing  layers  are  found  to  consistently

respond  to  their  target  gases  across  batches. Compared  with  recently

published works, both the NH3 and H2S CSFETs exhibit outstanding sensing

performance with superior sensitivity (at least an order of magnitude higher

in response per ppm), selectivity and very low limits of detection (Table S1).

Stability  and  hysteresis  of  gas  sensors  are  critical  considerations  for
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ensuring that measured responses accurately reflect actual concentrations

and to eliminate the need for repeated calibration,  an important practical

consideration for real-world applications. To that end, as indicated in Figure

3a, all CSFET sensors demonstrate good stability in all tested concentrations.

For  example,  standard  deviations  in  the  responses  of  NH3,  H2S,  and  H2O

CSFETs towards 100 ppb pulses of NH3, H2S and 80 %RH are 5.2%, 1.5%, and

1.6%, respectively.  The slight increase in peak signal  response is  actually

identical to the slight drift in baseline signal between cycles. Allowing more

time for sensor recovery between cycles can remove this baseline change.

The average response of the NH3 CSFET towards 10 ppb of NH3 is 0.20 with

standard deviation of 0.016. The lowest tested concentration of NH3 that is

resolved by the NH3 CSFETs is 10 ppb. Similarly, the H2S CSFET can detect

down  to  a  tested  concentration  of  10  ppb  H2S. Figure  S5  shows  sensor

stability over a longer duration, comparing sensor responses after fabrication

with  those  after  storage  for  a  month  at  ambient  conditions. Sensor

performance is retained after a month and expected to last even longer due

to  the  CSFET’s  robust  inorganic  sensing  layers.  Multi-year  experimental

stability  tests  are  ongoing.  Figure  3b  shows  that  the  response  variation

between increasing and decreasing concentration of 100 ppb of NH3, H2S and

55 %RH are 15.8% 1.7%, and 1.2%, respectively, indicating low hysteresis.

Additionally, the selectivity of the multi-CSFET array against several common

air  pollutants,  namely;  CO,  SO2,  NO2 and  CH2O,  was  tested  due  to  their

possible existence in ambient and practical sensing environments. NH3 and
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H2S  are  two  of  the  most  prominent  gases  emitted  in  spoiling  meat  and

poultry  [22-25],  typically  eclipsing  other  emitted  components,  so  low

interference from air pollutants is a key marker of selectivity. As indicated by

the response bars and overlaying values in  Figure 3c,  the CSFET sensors

show negligible response to these common atmospheric pollutants. 

In  summary,  the  presented  multi-CSFET  array  demonstrates  stable

performance with superior sensitivity towards trace-level target gases and

negligible cross-sensitivity, showcasing its strong potential application in food

spoilage and waste monitoring.

Food  spoilage  test. Since  NH3,  H2S,  and  humidity  are  the  main

constituent  gases  released  from  high-protein  foods,  monitoring  their

evolution during the spoilage process can be used as an freshness indicator

of such food items [22, 23]. To that end, the presented multi-CSFET array (Figure

S6) is  a compact, autonomous system for real-time gas detection and data

read-out, making it an excellent food spoilage monitoring technology.

The food spoilage tests are performed at different temperatures to verify

the relationship between food spoilage time and storage temperature. We

empirically  expect  the  onset  of  food  spoilage  to  occur  earlier  at  higher

temperatures, and by comparing the gas sensor results to this expectation

we seek to verify the performance of the CSFET system. Temperature-based

tests of  spoilage time therefore demonstrate platform function.  Pork  belly

and eggs were chosen as representative foods for monitoring freshness and

spoilage. The food sample and multi-CSFET array were put at opposite ends
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of the storage chamber to minimize the influence of temperature on the gas

sensor  response  as  shown  in  Figure  S7.  Relative  placement  of  the  food

sample  and  CSFET  is  not  critical,  as  fast  gas  diffusion  within  the  sealed

container produces low time delays between any two points where the sensor

might  be  placed.  The  side  with  the  food  sample  was  kept  at  a  roughly

controlled temperature using an ice bag or heater to generate low (~10 ℃)

or high (~50 ℃) temperatures respectively.  Note that the CSFET platform

could  be  used  at  even  lower  temperatures  (including  the  4  ℃  or  lower

temperature typically used in food refrigeration), and while sensor sensitivity

may  be  temperature-dependent,  the  CSFETs’  ability  to  interact  with  and

respond to  their  target  gases  will  not  be  appreciably  altered.  In  order  to

accelerate the rotting process for platform demonstration purposes, a hole

was artificially created in the eggshell of all the tested eggs to expose the

egg white. The associated temporal gas concentration curves are shown in

Figure  4a-c.  To  assist  comparison,  all  sensor  signals  are  converted  into

concentration readings based on the fitting equations shown in Figure S2. As

seen in Figure 4a-c, once the egg was put into the chamber, the NH3 CSFET

and H2O CSFET immediately began responding while the H2S CSFET response

remained low, possibly due to early emission of NH3 and H2O that originate

from bioactivity of native components or bacteria within the egg. Over time,

the  concentration  of  H2S  rose  prominently,  indicating  the  onset  of  food

spoilage[22, 39]. The NH3 profile does not show a corresponding sudden change

as rotting eggs have a predominant sulfide signature. This rotting process
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continued with all signals gradually levelling off. Finally, the container was

opened to  release the  gases  and  all  CSFET  readings  went  down to  their

original baselines, demonstrating the reversibility of this sensor system. By

considering  the  temporal  concentration  curves  of  H2S,  the  time  of  rapid

concentration increase can be regarded as the start of the rotting process

with 200 ppb as a threshold indicating spoilage. The rationale for this is as

follows: because gas concentrations depend on enclosure volume and sample

mass among other features, there is no clear reference for the expected gas

concentration  at  each  stage  of  spoilage.  However,  previous  research

indicates that for degrading protein-rich foods like fish, ppb to low ppm levels

can be expected for spoiled food.36 After accounting for features of our setup,

we choose 200 ppb as a threshold concentration to indicate food spoilage, a

cutoff that in future can be modified to account for different foods or storage

conditions.  As  seen  in  Figure  4d,  the  time  to  spoilage  associated  with

surpassing this 200 ppb threshold is 68.6 hr,  29.9 hr,  and 16.4 hr at low,

room, and high temperatures respectively. The onset of spoilage occurs later

at lower temperatures as expected, likely due to decreased activity at lower

temperatures of the bacteria that contribute to food degradation.  While the

exact functional form of the temperature-dependence curve could depend on

various factors, including the composition of this particular batch of eggs and

other environmental considerations, this general increase in onset time with

decreasing temperatures is consistent with existing knowledge that cooler

environments  delay  spoilage.  To  verify  that  the  gas  sensing  platform
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consistently shows this trend, this egg spoilage trial is repeated in Figure S8

with  comparable  results.  Note  that  while  the  curves  in  both  trials

monotonically decrease with temperature, the exact functions differ due to

the complex history of the particular food sample, different delivery methods

or  storage  condition,  etc.  We  therefore  do  not  expect  the  concentration

curves of all  food spoilage trials to be identical,  and more comprehensive

studies will  be needed in future to better interpret gas sensor results. For

visual comparison, photos of a progressively spoiling egg in a test tube are

captured at different times (0 days, 2 days, 5 days at room temperature) in

Figure S9a to visually confirm that the egg does indeed rot over the timespan

indicated by the gas sensor results.

To further demonstrate this system for food spoilage detection, a similar

strategy is applied for the pork belly spoilage test. Pork belly is chosen as it is

known to release both  NH3 and H2S amongst other gases during rotting, so

we expect to obtain both sulfide and NH3 signatures during spoilage[40]. Real-

time monitoring of released gases under different temperature are shown in

Figure 5a to 5c. Overall, a similar concentration trend is observed compared

to the spoiling egg, but with an additional expected increase in  NH3 levels

during decay. The concentration of H2S and NH3 gases are higher at higher

temperatures, due to higher bacterial colony activity. When the test chamber

is opened, the H2S and NH3 sensors exponentially recover to their original

values. Over the duration of the test, the humidity sensor shows a relatively

stable response. In future, more comprehensive spoilage tests will be needed
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to explain this and more deeply explore when and how certain gas levels

elevate. To compare the onset of rotting at different temperature, 200 ppb is

again chosen as the threshold concentration. The time to when both H2S and

NH3 sensors reach 200 ppb is extracted and plotted versus temperature in

Figure 5d, estimating the onset of spoiling at 54.0 hr, 36.1 hr, and 15.0 hr at

low, room, and high temperatures respectively. The time to spoilage of the

pork belly is lower with higher storage temperature, as expected. To verify

this  result,  the  pork  belly  spoilage  trial  is  repeated  in  Figure  S10  with

comparable results. To visually confirm spoilage, optical images of the pork

belly when fresh and then after spoilage are shown in Figure S9b, revealing a

noticeably  duller  sample  after  spoilage.  Overall,  this  demonstration  with

dynamic egg and pork belly spoilage monitoring highlights the capability of

the  multi-CSFET  array  system to  quantitatively  gauge  food  freshness.  To

further develop the utility of this system, more comprehensive food spoilage

tests  can  be  conducted  and  analyzed  with  statistical  methods  to  identify

spoilage thresholds and characteristic spoilage profiles for different foods.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we develop a high-performance multi-CSFET array for trace-

level,  multi-gas  sensing  and  demonstrate  its  ability  to  assess  complex

gaseous  environments  for  practical  applications.  Ru,  Ag  and  SiOx were

identified as sensing materials towards NH3, H2S, and humidity respectively,

and were independently functionalized on the gates of three CSFET units. The
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resulting sensors demonstrate superior sensitivity, low limit of detection, and

minimal hysteresis towards their target gases with negligible cross-sensitivity

and baseline drift.  The multi-CSFET array was integrated with custom PCB

and circuitry  to  conduct  proof-of-concept  measurements  of  food  spoilage.

Overall,  the CSFET sensor arrays demonstrate high performance for trace-

level  gas  sensing,  can  be  manufactured  reliably  and  at  low  cost  with

traditional silicon processing, and can be robustly integrated with compact

circuitry  to  enable  convenient  and  autonomous  gas  measurements  in

ambient conditions. Beyond food spoilage monitoring, this platform can be

adapted  to  different  applications  by  using  alternate  functional  sensing

materials, for example to detect gaseous markers of lung or gastrointestinal

disease present at ppb levels in exhaled breath, or to detect toxic gas leaks

in  industrial  manufacturing[41].  In  closing,  the presented multi-CSFET array

system also has broad prospects in practical applications such as in health,

safety, and air quality monitoring, due its portability and durability.

4. Experimental Section 

CSFET fabrication process. CSFETs were fabricated using conventional

CMOS processing. As depicted in Figure S1, after standard cleaning, a (100)

orientation p- silicon wafer was subjected to a three-step dry (5 min)-wet (55

min)-dry (5 min) oxidation process at 1000 ℃, atmospheric pressure, in order

to thermally grow a ~350 nm silicon dioxide as insulation layer. Then, the

source  and  drain  doping  regions  were  patterned  by  standard
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photolithography processes, followed with a wet etching process using 5:1

buffered  hydrofluoric  acid  for  5  min.  The  source  and  drain  doping  were

obtained by ion implantation (4.5e14 cm-2, Phosphorus, 15 KeV) and activated

by rapid thermal annealing (RTA) at 1050 ℃ for 30 s in N2 to form the n++

doped regions. After that, the channel region was etched and doped by the

same process as source-drain but with different implantation parameter (5e11

cm-2, Phosphorus, 18 KeV). The channel region became n- after RTA at 900℃

for 1 s in N2. Finally, another photolithography step was utilized to form the

contact  region.  20  nm  nickel  and  50  nm  tungsten  were  sputtered

successively as contacts followed with lifting-off in acetone. To obtain ohmic

contact, the as-prepared wafer was annealed by RTA at 420 ℃ for 5 min in

forming gas to form nickel  silicidation (NiSi).  To decorate the bare CSFET,

different materials were deposited on the CSFET channel by evaporation (Ru:

e-beam, 0.1 Å/s, 1 nm; Ag: thermal, 0.1 Å/s, 1 nm; SiOx: e-beam, 2 Å/s, 3 nm).

For the NH3 and H2S CSFETs, in order to reduce the response of native oxide

to  humidity,  the  surface  of  the  CSFETs  were  treated  by  O2 plasma  and

trichloro  (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)  silane  (Sigma  Aldrich,  97%)  vapor

successively before evaporation. The CSFET fluorosilanization process is as

follows:  the  CSFET  array  and  a  slide  of  glass  are  put  into  a  vacuum

desiccator. Several drops of trichloro (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl) silane are

dropped  onto  the  glass.  The  desiccator  is  capped  and  vacuumed  to

accelerate the evaporation of  trichloro (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)  silane.

The CSFET array is taken out after one to two hours.  Finally, the decorated
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CSFETs were annealed in forming gas at 150 ℃ for 1 h.

Standard sensor measurement apparatus. All gas-sensing experiments,

including food spoilage tests, were conducted in a walk-in fume hood. CSFET

array  chips  were  bonded  with  a  28-pin  J-bend  leaded  chip  carrier.  For

standard  gas  tests,  the  current  signals  were  acquired  by  a  LabVIEW-

controlled  data  acquisition  unit  (National  Instruments,  NI  USB-6259).  A

Keithley 428 current amplifier was used to bias the CSFET. The testing gas

was  produced  by  mixing  synthetic  air-diluted  standard  gases  (MESA

International  Technologies  Inc.)  with  house-compressed  dry  air  at  a

calibrated concentration through mass flow controllers (Alicat Scientific Inc.).

The typical flow rate of target gases and carrier gas was 1~100 sccm and 1

slm. The humidity was generated by two mass flow controllers, one of which

was  connected  with  a  bubbler  and  condenser  to  produce  moisture.  The

humidity  was  monitored  by  a  commercial  humidity  sensor  (Sensirion  AG,

model SHT2x). The current characteristics for validation were measured by

Keysight 4155C semiconductor parameter analyzer.

Food  spoilage  test  circuit. In  the  food  spoilage  tests,  current  was

acquired  by  DAQ  (National  Instruments,  NI  USB-6259)  with  Keithley  428

current amplifier or a portable sensor system as follows. The egg spoilage

data as shown in Figure 4b is acquired by portable device to demonstrate the

properties of portable sensor system. The overall portable system worked as

a differential  pulse voltammetry  (DPV)  measurement circuit  comprising of

three major parts: power, signal conditioning and transmission (Figure S6a).
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Figure S6b shows an image of the portable CSFET system. The location of the

CSFET array and the integrated circuit components are labeled with different

colors.  For  the  plug-and-use  purpose,  the  universal  serial  bus  (USB)  was

selected as the circuit power supply. It can support current up to 500 mA,

which is more than enough for this circuit. LT1006 (Linear Technology) single

supply operation amplifier accompanied with a resistor was chosen to make

the transimpedance amplifier  (TIA)  to  convert  CSFET’s  current  signal  into

voltage  signal.  In  order  to  maintain  the  full  measuring  range  of  the

microcontroller’s  analog  to  digital  converters  (ADC),  a  negative  voltage

generator based on NE555 timer (Texas Instruments Inc.) biases the source

of  the CS-FET in a negative voltage while the positive input of  LT1006 is

connected to ground. After this, the voltage signal was fed into a SAM D21

Cortex-M0+ (32-bits ARM) (Microchip Technology) microcontroller’s ADC and

the pre-programmed infinite impulse response (IIR) low pass filter (LPF) used

to denoise the signal as shown in the signal  conditioning diagram (Figure

S6c). The microcontroller can be programmed on-board by Joint Test Action

Group  (JTAG)  programmer  or  USB  after  burning  a  bootloader  into  it.

Microcontroller sends processed data to a PC via USB.
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Figure 1. Device structure of CSFETs. (a) Photo of 4-inch wafers hosting 

CSFET arrays and a (b) zoomed-in image of multiple arrays on a single wafer.

(c) Optical microscope image of a multi-material decorated CSFET array and 

(d) corresponding scanning electron microscope (SEM) image with the 

position of different sensing materials marked in false color. (e) 3D diagram 

of the multi-CSFET array and (f) cross-sectional diagram of the device 

structure.
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Figure 2. Sensing performance of multi-material decorated CSFETs. 

Response of each CSFET towards different gases with varying concentration 

(at VDS=1 V, Vsub=0 V). Each row in the same color shows the response curves

of the CSFET indicated at left (NH3, H2S, and H2O CSFET from top to bottom). 

Each column shows the response curves towards varying concentrations of 

the gas indicated at the top (NH3, H2S, and humidity from left to right).
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Figure 3. Repeatability and hysteresis of CSFETs. (a) Responses of the 

NH3 CSFET, H2S CSFET, and H2O CSFET to identical pulses of different target 

gas concentrations show repeatable performance. (b) CSFET responses to 

cycled target gas concentrations are largely unaffected by whether the 

concentration is increased or decreased to a particular level, indicating low 

hysteresis. (c) Selectivity testing of the CSFETs reveals they respond more 

strongly to their target gas (VDS=1 V, Vsub=0 V).
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Figure  4.  Egg  spoilage  tracking  over  varying  food  storage

temperatures. Dynamic tracking of gas concentrations at different storage

temperature: (a) high temperature (~50 ℃), (b) room temperature (~25 ℃),

and (c) low temperature (~10 ℃). The estimated onset time of spoilage is

determined by the rotting egg’s dominant H2S signature and is labeled with a

dashed line and the time. (d) The relationship between spoilage onset time

and storage temperature based on test results.
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Figure 5. Pork belly spoilage tracking over varying food storage 

temperatures. Measurement results of sensors at different storage 

temperature: (a) high temperature (~50 ℃). (b) room temperature (~25 ℃), 

(c) low temperature (~10 ℃). The spoilage time is determined by both the 

NH3 and H2S signatures of the rotting meat, and is labeled with a dashed line 

and time. (d) The relationship between spoilage time and storage 

temperature based on test results.
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